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accessories for a pumping plant, and is self-explanatory.    The filling funnel
is a very common device for charging a centrifugal pump, although many
other arrangements are in use, dependent upon the conveniences at hand,
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and the volume of pump
and   piping   that  has to
be filled.   When steam is
available an air-exhausting
steam   ejector   is    often
fitted, and at other times
a  vacuum   pump.     For
small   centrifugal  pumps
the vacuum pump would
be hand operated, and for
larger si^es a power-driven
pump would be necessary.
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Very      Low      Lift
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high efficiency on heads
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Fig. 30.—Centrifugal Pump Accessories
which besets a designer.  L 'DeUvfen/TipeDrain.
An interesting solution of
this  problem is supplied
by    Messrs.   Ruston   &
Hornsby, Ltd., of Lincoln,
who manufacture a specially low lift pump for dealing with lifts of 1,2,
and 3 metres head, for irrigation work in Egypt. The mechanical con-
struction of the pump is similar to fig. 28, h. Such pumps are generally
driven by belt from oil engines, but may be direct coupled to electric
motors or driven in any other convenient manner.
Open-type pumps are sometimes used where very large volumes of
water have to be raised a few feet only, and in these cases it is not usual to
make casings at all, or should a casing be desirable it is swept out in simple
form in concrete. Fig. 31 shows an open-type pump constructed by the
Geue-Pumpenbau Gesellschaft, Berlin. Here the lift varies between i ft.
and 3-6 ft., and the capacity is between 5000 and 6000 gall, per minute.
The motor is about 8J b.h.p., and runs at 965 r.p.m., driving the pump at
200 r.p.m. through a worm gear. The impeller design is similar to fig. 27, e,

